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enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Joined Dec 11, Messages Age Hey all. I
have a 86 fsb with a efi. Pulled my heads to have them rebuilt due to bad valve but to my
dismay. Not only did I have a chipped valve but a cracked head. So now that I'm doin it all. Does
anyone know for sure without a doubt if the gt40 or gt40p heads will bolt on without any mods
to my current motor. Lookin to bolt on and go. Thank u all for any help. Actually, you'd want to
go a little further. Nothing worse than a snug-fitting bolt in a casting. Crack, boom I don't think
so, but it depends upon many intangible things. GT40P heads "The gt40p's I would have to
change headers because of the spark plug angle. Last edited by a moderator: May 13, Thank
you for that. It helps me ask the specific right questions. I don't know everything bout my truck
so here are my concerns and specific questions 1. May be a stupid question but in that post I
read. It talked about no air pump. What is that and where is it located on my 86 efi. The gt40 not
having it. Will that effect my truck or do I just eliminate mine. Or how does that all work 2. Will
my stock exhuast manifolds match right up for sure. My stock intake manifold and pletum will
work with those as well? Will I bennefit from swapping in the mustang or explorer intake
manifolds along with the gt40 heads. My power steering bracket bolts to the head. With this
work with the gt40 heads? Any other questions I should ask or things I should be aware of?
Thank you all again for any input and help you might have. Or how does that all work; The folks
who installed the GT40 heads said some heads have the Smog Sys air ports and some don't
have them; one person who did the GT 40 install in his Bronco said; " GT 40 heads I have taken
from Marine Applications were ported. They obviously were not used and had the best
described as "helicoil" style female thread plugs in the tap'd holes. GT40s came in a lot of
vehicles. Don't know if Marine heads had smog holes, or if they were just plugged up When air
is needed it sends air to the second valve TAD. Thermactor Air Diverter TAD diverts air either to
the exhaust manifold, or directly to catalytic converter. The fastest way to see if vehicle is in
open loop is to see where the air is going; to Catalytic Converter, it is in Closed Loop; to
Atmosphere or Manifold it is in Closed Loop, provided the thermactor system is working
Source: by Ryan M Fireguy50 at fordfuelinjection. Most accessories brackets bolts on with no
problems. A machine shop can make it work if the heads don't have the bosses or holes for the
bracketry. Aagin, all info is from others. Only 1 question left. Well maybe 2. So I pulled E5TE
heads off my truck. Not gonna go to the gt40s as I'm not doing anything to my bottom end and
don't want the raised compression to cause other problems like rings or burnin oil and such as I
have xxx miles on it. I'm going to the similar E7TE heads which everyone says are the same but
have personally seen they aren't. Very minor differences. Only questions are Can I just use my
lifters and push rods and rocker arms I took off mine? And do all the E6TE castings come with
the smog port on the back? Or is it optional like the gt40 Thank u again for all help. Much
appreciated. The E6TE head, was the standard carburated version and had some minor
revisions to the basic castings that appeared to me as some minor revisions of the D3VE
nothing more. The E7TE heads featured the raised intake and exhaust ports with 1. Last edited
by a moderator: May 15, Thank u. Sorry for my mistype though. I have E5TE. I think what ima
gonna do is find a used E5TE today if I can. And then take that one and my current
passangerside one that's still good to the shop and magnufluxed and washed and checked if all
is good. Cause since I'm not doing anything to the bottom of my motor. Any raised compression
whether it be rebuilt stock heads or swapping heads could all start to make issues with my
bottom end. Thank you for all the knowlege. Wish me luck on finding a match today. You must
log in or register to reply here. Members online Searosis. Latest posts. Sliding glass windows
for shell Latest: miesk5 Today at AM. No holes in roof. Latest: miesk5 Friday at PM. Smog pump
help Latest: miesk5 Friday at PM. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your
experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. The Ford M and cubic inch V8 engines
are members of the Cleveland, or series family of Ford engines. The M was first introduced in
the Full-size model cars and station wagons. The M was developed in to replace the C for use in
large passenger cars. Ford Engineers developed the engine in response to the new Government
pollutions requirements that were to start in the model year. The smaller and Windsor engines
could have done the job, however, these engines were designed for higher RPM duty in small to
mid-size passenger cars. Ford needed a whole new engine to do the job. So, Ford chose to
develop a new engine based on the new, super powerhouse Cleveland. Just barely a little over a
year old in , the C had already gained the reputation as one of the best Ford engines ever built.
The C was able to produce very good low-end torque and yet it could pump out earth shattering
horsepower all the way to 6, RPM. This was just what the doctor ordered! The engineers at Ford

took the basic C block and modified it to power a whole new generation of
environmentally-friendly cars and trucks. This would allow Ford to continue putting the larger,
heavy-duty C6 transmissions with the new engines. Ford also enlarged the main journal
diameter from 2. The crankshaft stroke was also increased from 3. Finally, the deck height was
increased 1. Consequently, the intake manifold had to be widened approximately one inch to
accommodate the new deck height. The rest of the engine remained virtually the same. The year
brought even tougher pollution restrictions from the Government. All passenger cars and
light-duty trucks under 5, GVWR were now required to burn unleaded gasoline, to be equipped
with EGR valves and catalytic converters, and to meet stricter gas mileage numbers. These new
rounds of restrictions along with the discontinuation of the C in lead to the birth of the M in
full-size Ford passenger cars. Ford decided to discontinue the V8 in the F in and to discontinue
both the and in all light-duty trucks by The larger 3. So, other than the crankshaft and pistons,
the M is exactly the same as the Even the connecting rods interchange. A new bread of trucks
were about to hit the market: The new full-size Bronco. Ford also decided to use the as an
option in both the F-Series 4x4s and Bronco as well. With the continuing effects of the OPEC oil
embargo and the ever-increasing pollution and gas mileage restrictions coming out of
Washington, Ford decided to to use the I-6, , and W engines in the new line of light-duty trucks
Ford was developing for the model year. So ended the era of the great Cleveland based engines
from Ford. The Ford W or Windsor is classic American muscle. Part of the 90 degree small block
V-8 family of Ford engines, the Windsor reached its peak stock horsepower in at Though this
small block is a platform capable of much greater performance, you can easily modify it to make
more horsepower and torque. Because of its performance potential, it has been used in race
cars, hot rods and muscle cars. That means improving the flow in the heads. You can use a
myriad of performance tricks to achieve higher head-flow. The first one is making sure air isn't
being restricted as it enters the engine. One of the cheapest performance tricks you can do is
simply to buy a high-flow air filter and keep it clean. A cylinder head flows as well as its most
constricted part. Part of the challenge is identifying the order in which to improve head-flow, so
overall performance improves. Do the least expensive things first, such as air cleaners, unless
they need to be done in unison. It won't help you to have high-flow into the motor if the exhaust
is restricted. Exhaust is a common place for flow restriction. Upgrading to high-flow exhaust
headers can build significant horsepower, as long as they're matched to the flow of the rest of
your engine. Once you've removed flow-restriction from either side of your heads exhaust and
intake , the heads themselves need to be "flowed. But, you can achieve plenty of additional
head-flow and subsequent power by simply installing high performance cams. It may be more
economical to buy entire high performance heads, with cams, racing springs, rockers and
valves. That way, a performance company has already matched individual components for
maximum flow and performance. A handy trick for the Windsor is using parts from its cousins.
The is a redesigned block. But the
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heads are interchangeable with most of the family of 90 degree small-block Fords because the
bore is the same; the has an extended stroke. So, if you come across vintage hot-rod heads at a
swap meet or in classified ads, they needn't be limited to the Windsor. Chances are unless
they've been modified a set of exotic racing heads from a Ford , HiPo, , Boss or Tunnel Port may
give you high-performance without the cost of buying them new from an after-market
performance company. John Willis founded a publishing company in , co-writing and publishing
guidebooks in Portland, OR. His articles have appeared in national publications, including the
"Wall Street Journal. Exhaust Headers It won't help you to have high-flow into the motor if the
exhaust is restricted. Cylinder Head Flow Once you've removed flow-restriction from either side
of your heads exhaust and intake , the heads themselves need to be "flowed. Interchangeable
Heads A handy trick for the Windsor is using parts from its cousins.

